
5  BEDS 6.5  BATHS

12,233  SQ FT .

An exclusive private villa in the heart of Long Bay Beach

5 Bedroom House - Long Bay, Long Bay Hills,
Providenciales

AN EXCLUSIVE, PRIVATE VILLA WHERE FANTASY IS REALITY! Perched on a windswept dune in south-

eastern Providenciales, overlooking the rugged limestone terrain, the dark, irisrimmed horizon and

pristine white sands of Long Bay Beach in the Turks and Caicos Islands, stands Mandalay â€“ proud

testament to barefoot elegance. Built on the laws of attraction, in spite of its lavishness, at its core

Mandalay is pure enjoyment; an enthralling pleasure dome where formal meets informal, indoors
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meets outdoors, house meets beach. Mixing fire and water, at the centre of this aquatic kingdom,

an extravagant pool lounge is equipped with an ambient blue recycled-glass fire pit around which

guests may enjoy an evening under celestial skies, mirrored down below by a dazzling light display

from LED lights inconspicuously strewn throughout the pool. A cathedral ceiling, reaching as high as

20 feet, reveals a clever geometric system of Philippine mahogany slats laid half an inch apart over

black felt paper to create an illusion of a never-ending ceiling in constant motion; a projector quietly

descends from its home in the cupola belying the past and revealing a smart, contemporary house,

controlled locally and remotely ust 40 feet from the ocean, a double staircase frames the furthest

reaches of the pool winding up from the powder soft sands of the beach to the kitchen, formal

living spaces and master bedroom.

For:  Rent (- nights)

Type:  House

Location:  Long Bay Hills, Providenciales

Amenities:  Every bedroom has an en-suite bathroom and is equipped with air conditioning, ceiling fan, flat
screen TV, telephone and iPod dock. The master bathroom presents a double vanity, monogrammed
bathroom accessories, free-standing bathtub overlooking the ocean and outdoor shower. There are four
full en-suite bathrooms with double vanities; two of them with indoor showers and two with outdoor
showers. In addition, there are two powder rooms. A modern open kitchen is encased by windows that
create the feelÂing of cooking beachside. A bridge over the pool connects the kitchen to the master suite,
allowing residents and guests to enjoy the outdoors as they move through the house. The swimming pool
extends the complete length of the inside of the home covering 4, 039 square feet and 140, 000 gallons of
water. Beginning with shallow pools conÂstructed beneath the second-story living space, the water
features rise up over a sensational waterfall, interrupted only by the lounge with the central fire pit. On the
upper level, the pool continues to flow under a bridge that connects the kitchen to the second living room
until it reaches an infinity edge, where it flows down toÂwards the sea.

Interior:  12,233 sq ft.

Styles:  Ultra Modern

Categories:  Beach Front
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